The coarse-grained (CG) model for the urea-adamantyl functionalized poly(propyleneimine) (PPIUA) dendrimer was previously derived as detailed in ref. S1 We followed the same procedures to derive a model for the multivalent ureidoacetic acid guests. In summary, first CG sites were defined, such that small groups of atoms comprising a chemical moiety are represented by one CG particle (see Table S1 and Figure 1 of the main text). During 20 fully atomistic simulations of a tetravalent guest in vacuum, the positions of these sites were tracked (for simulation details see Section 1.3). Resulting distributions of bond lengths and angles between connected sites were used as input in a Boltzmann inversion scheme to generate bond and angle potentials. As our CG model uses harmonic bond and angle potentials which lead to essentially Gaussian distributions, the atomistic distributions were first Gaussian fitted. The S-1
fits thus form the target distributions and Boltzmann inversions of these fits generate initial harmonic potentials. A CG simulation with these potentials provides new distributions and the error between these and target distributions determines a change in the potentials. This process is iterated until the error reaches a minimum.
The expansion or collapse of a polymer depends on the quality of the solvent. In the CG model these shapes are governed by the angles between particles. For a generally applicable model the influence of the medium should not be ingrained into the angle potentials but conducted via non-bonded interactions. Therefore intrinsic angle distributions were obtained from a separate atomistic simulation with the Lennard-Jones and electrostatic interactions switched off. As in reality, the solvent effect will stem from non-bonded interactions with the medium. The bond distributions were obtained from regular simulations, as in the CG model no van der Waals interactions are calculated between directly bound atoms. The obtained harmonic bond and angle parameters are listed in Table S2 .
In the CG model non-bonded interactions between particles are described by LennardJones potentials parameterized phenomenologically based on their physical-chemical properties: mass, density at a certain temperature, melting point, boiling point, and behavior in water. The mass of each particle type is the sum of the masses of the atoms they represent (Table S1 ). Van der Waals radii and characteristic Lennard-Jones energies ( ) were optimized through a series of molecular dynamics simulations. The van der Waals radius is initially S-2 calculated from the target density and known mass and follows from the target melting temperature. Then the actual melting point is detected via heating while checking for phase transitions, and again via cooling. The observed crystallization and melting points differ due to the fast temperature changes, thus their average is then taken as the true melting point.
If it differs from the target melting point the is augmented for another simulated annealing round. The same strategy is applied for the boiling point, leading to a different . The final is obtained interpolating both points to room temperature and rounded to a single decimal.
An ultimate simulation is performed to measure the density and optimize the van der Waals radius. The obtained van der Waals radii are listed in Table S1 and the on the diagonal of Table S3 .
Interactions between different particle types are based on the physical-chemical properties of the chemical compounds and the behavior of the compounds in water. In water the dendrimers aggregate because of the hydrophobic adamantyl ends. Guests are water-soluble, when bound they confer that property to the dendrimer via their tails. To bind, their carboxylic S-3 That is also the value of C U. The interaction of dimethyl ether (E) with carboxylic acid, N-methylacetamide and urea has been set at a modest 1.2 * . Idem for N-methylacetamide with carboxylic acid and trimethylamine. To discourage the ethylene oxide tails from bonding with the amine base of the dendrimer, the E N interaction has been set to 1.0 * . The chosen values are also shown as the off diagonal values in Table S3 . Finally, the collision diameters S-4 between unlike particle types are obtained using the Lorentz rule (σ ij = 1 2 (σ i + σ j )).
Guest Parameters Tuning to Experiment
The fraction of primary guests bound to dendrimers at a 4.92 × 10 −2 mol/L guest concentration and a guest-to-host ratio of 64 has been estimated to be 53 %. 
The guests in the simulation should exhibit the same equilibrium as in the experiments:
roughly half of guests move with the dendrimer, the other half is free. On the one hand the guest is bound to the dendrimer via an interaction between the carboxylic acid (C) and tertiary amines (N). On the other hand the guest is pulled into the solvent via an interaction between its ethylene oxide (E) tails and water (W). Thus the tail-water interaction needs to be balanced with the headgroup-dendrimer interaction to attain the preferred equilibrium,
given the guest and dendrimer concentrations from the experiment.
The parameter tuning series of simulations contain one dendrimer, 64 primary guests, and 16564 water particles. The guests start off evenly distributed around the dendrimer. Each simulation begins with 45 ns of equilibration time followed by a 27 ns production run. The carboxylic acid-tertiary amine interaction (C N) is varied between 2.75 * and 5 * with steps of 0.25 * and the hydrophilic interaction with the tails (E W) is varied between 1.1 * and 1.5 * with steps of 0.1 * . The effect of these 60 parameter combinations on the fraction of guests bound to the host is shown in Figure S1 . Here guests are categorized as bound to the dendrimer (C within 0.70 nm of N), held at the interface (any guest particle within 0.73 nm of any dendrimer particle) or free.
For the guests to be seen moving along with the dendrimer (Figure S1a ), the tail-water interaction is the dominant parameter: a small change has a large effect. This is mainly because for every guest there are 15 tail particles interacting with water and only a single C particle interacting with the dendrimer. To have a large amount of actually bound guests ( Figure S1b) , it is clear that a high C N value in conjunction with a low E W value is needed.
Otherwise many of the guests that move with the dendrimer are located at the interface.
However, with a strong binding guest it is hard to obtain a good dynamic equilibrium: there is little exchange between the solvent and the dendrimer. This problem is exacerbated for the simulations with multivalent guests, as those guests are expected to bind stronger than these primary guests. Given the constraints of 50 % observed binding in conjunction with fast dynamics, the optimal guest parameters were found to be C N = 3.0 * and E W = 1.2 * . These parameters lead to the dynamic binding of multivalent guests in a low guest concentration environment shown in Figure S2a . The dissociation and association events are grouped into blocks; before a dissociated guest diffuses away, it can rebind. The average bond lifetimes of these mono-, bi-, and tetravalent guests are 0.54 ns, 0.63 ns, and 0.99 ns, respectively.
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It is clear that these averages are skewed by the many rapid dissociation and association events that take place ( Figure S2b ). These guests do exhibit longer binding lifetimes. Here the longest are 5.9 ns, 10.4 ns, and 13.6 ns, respectively. Multivalency evidently helps increase binding lifetimes. The longest lifetimes are found in high concentration simulations with 21.0 ns, 36.5 ns, and 62.0 ns, respectively.
Tetravalent Ureidoacetic Acid Guest
An atomistic model of a tetravalent ureidoacetic acid guest was created to provide a template for the coarse-grained model. Just like the in the dendrimer case, S1 the initial configuration was constructed, minimized and finally converted to PumMa S2 input files using MOE,
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X-PLOR 3.851, S5 psfgen S6 and in-house-developed software. Any missing parameters were estimated using chemically similar structures from CHARMM27 parameters. These files were S-7 Figure S3 : Tetravalent guest with highlighted residues with partial atomic charges. Oxygen is red, nitrogen is blue, carbon is cyan and hydrogen is white. Overall the guest is neutral.
then converted to PumMa input files. The partial atomic charges are shown in Figure S3 .
To provide sufficient bond and angle distribution samples 20 simulations with different initial velocities were performed. Each production simulation lasted for 1 million time steps of 1 fs. The guest was simulated in vacuo at a temperature of (307 K). Every 1000 steps, the linear and angular momentum of the system was set to zero. The production run was performed once with and once without non-bonded interactions.
Simulation Parameters

Coarse-Grained Simulations for Experiments
The coarse-grained simulations all follow the same procedure. First the simulation box is filled with the required number of dendrimers (1 or 16) in an extended configuration and a multitude of guests. At this point all molecules are evenly distributed over the box. Then randomly selected excess guests are converted to water so the correct number remains. After filling the empty space with water, the box is energy minimized for a number of steps to S-8 reduce steric overlap. We use PumMa, S2 an in-house-developed software package, to generate the initial configurations, run the simulations and examine the results.
The simulations differ in total length, but otherwise the input parameters are the same.
The time steps are 24 fs and every 0.06 ns a state is saved for further analysis. The simulations cover at least 480 ns of which the first 90 ns is equilibration and the rest is production run.
The simulations are performed in an NPT ensemble, with constant pressure (1 bar) and constant temperature (298 K). The pressure and temperature are scaled using Berendsen's method, with temperature coupling constant 0.005 and pressure coupling constant 0.00005.
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The pressure and temperature are rescaled every 2.4 ps.
Macromolecular Nanostructures
Initially the 16 dendrimers were placed at equal distance in a body-centered cubic formation.
Energy minimization was done for 1000 steps. The total simulation time is 480 ns. Further details are listed in Table S4 . Note that even though the guest concentration 1.96 × 10 −2 mol/L lies in the range tried in the cryo-TEM experiments S3 (0.31 × 10 −2 to 4.92 × 10 −2 mol/L), there the (primary) guest-to-host ratio remained at 64, whereas here it differs per simulation.
This is due to a restriction of methodology: they keep doubling the water content, here the simulation box size is kept constant. Furthermore, in the experiment the complexes become more connected upon dilution, from linear structures to densely branched networks. This is impossible to reproduce in a simulation as a box with the correct number of host and guest particles corresponding to the overall concentration does not contain the mass to form such a structure. E.g., their 2.49 × 10 −2 mol/L should produce a branched network but contains, given our current box size, 384 guests and only 6 dendrimers. 
Multivalent Guest Concentrations and Alternative Spacer Length
These simulations start with a single dendrimer surrounded by 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, or 96 guests of one type (0.05 × 10 −2 to 5.61 × 10 −2 mol/L). Energy minimization was done for 500 steps. As simulations of fewer guests require more time for sufficient data, they are twice as long. Namely, 1-8 guests: 960 ns and 16-96 guests: 480 ns. The number of water particles ranges from 20372 in the 96 tetravalent guest simulation to 24751 in the 1 monovalent guest simulation. On average the system volume is 3007 nm 3 . The radial monomer density graphs for the Guest Binding Details section are taken from the simulations with 8 or 96 guests.
Competition between Guest Types
In this series of simulations we observe how competition for binding space on a single dendrimer is resolved between monovalent and tetravalent guests. To test the impact of the starting conditions, we performed additional simulations starting with randomized positions of 10, 40, and 80 guests. These give congruent results.
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Atomistic Simulations for Experiments 2.2.1 Bivalent Ureidoacetic Acid Guest
For comparison with the CG bivalent guest, an atomistic bivalent guest was created and simulated in a water box. It was generated using a similar protocol as the tetravalent guest shown in Figure S3 . The guest started in a loosely extended state, the central carbons of the carboxylic acid moieties 1.26 nm apart. It was solvated using VMD's modeling extension
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with a solvation box of 5.8 nm × 5.8 nm × 5.8 nm, thus comprising 6711 TIP3 water molecules.
The periodic simulation box was first equilibrated and then run using NAMD 2.6 S8 with CHARMM27 S9 parameters. The production run lasted 20 million time steps of 1 fs each for a total of 20 ns. The van der Waals interactions were smoothly cutoff at a distance of 1.2 nm using a switching function starting at a distance of 0.8 nm. The electrostatic interactions
were also cutoff at a distance of 1.2 nm using a shifting function. A neighbor list, used for calculating the non-bonded interactions, was kept at 1.35 nm and updated every ten steps.
1-2 and 1-3 bonded atoms were excluded from the non-bonded interaction calculations, while for 1-4 bonded atoms special van der Waals parameters were used (as stated in the CHARMM27 parameter file). The Particle Mesh Ewald method was used to calculate the full electrostatic interactions. The simulation was performed in the isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble at a pressure of 1.0 bar and a temperature of 300 K. The pressure was controlled via the Berendsen pressure coupling method every 4 steps with a relaxation time of 500 ps.
The temperature was rescaled to 300 K every 1000 steps.
Every 1000 th of the 20 million steps was saved for further analysis. For the end-to-end distance calculations, the central carbon atom of the carboxylic acid moieties were selected (instead of the oxygens or the hydrogen at the tip) to coincide with the center of the coarsegrained carboxylic ends.
S-11 Figure S4 : Normalized distributions of the various end-to-end distances between the headgroups of the tetravalent and bivalent guests.
Additional Results
Radial Monomer Density
Where parts of the mono-, bi-, and tetravalent guests reside when the guests are bound to a dendrimer is shown with radial monomer density (g m ) plots. They describe the distribution of particles with respect to the dendrimer's center of mass. The radial monomer density is defined as the number of particles (N ) found within the shell of width ∆r starting at r − 
Tetravalent Guests' End-to-End Distributions
With its four headgroups each tetravalent guest has six end-to-end distances. If a guest is bound by two headgroups, there are one bound-bound, four bound-unbound and one unbound-unbound distances to be calculated. Despite that these values are correlated, the normalized end-to-end distributions shown in Figure S4 are remarkably similar to the bivalent guests' distributions shown in the main text. In fact, the bound-bound results are almost S-12 Dendrimer full Dendrimer N Guest headgroup C Guest headgroup U Guest U Z Figure S5 : Radial monomer density profiles of a dendrimer with 8 elongated (l = 5) and regular (l = 2) bivalent guests. In the density profiles only bound guests are considered. Guest curves are scaled to match the height of the curves from the regular bivalent guest simulation to emphasize shape differences. the same, only the tail is about 10 % wider and the peaks are diminished accordingly. The bound-unbound and unbound-unbound distributions are flattened in the same way, as their reach is approximately 20 % larger due to the extra bifurcating part of the molecule which elongates the connecting chains in four of the six instances.
Alternative Spacer Length
The radial monomer densities (Equation 2) of the 8 regular and elongated guests with a single dendrimer ( Figure S5) show the elongated guest's headgroup particles (C, U) to be similarly distributed, indicating no physical change in binding. As expected the rest of the guest molecule is situated further from the dendrimer center of mass.
